Today's workstations running a multitasking operating system provide high level graphics toward usdr friendly interfaces. Microcomputers, on their side, implement graphic interfaces on monotasking operating systems. There are two differences between these machines: the operating system and the user interface to this operating system (the shell). Workstations still use standard shells (textual commands) but through a sophisticated graphic environment as a window manager, while microcomputers have their own graphic shell running on monotasking operating system.
Introduction
Iconic interfacing is known as a natural way of interaction for casual or non expert users [Lodding83] . This is why such interfaces are becoming more popular on microcomputer systems. The graphics and the interaction based on the mouse provide an intuitive ~ language through the paradigm of a desk top.
The primary interface between a user and an operating system is the shell. Until recently shells were always implemented as command language interpreters. Some microcomputers such as the Macintosh [Weber84] implemented new graphic shells under single process operating system, but surprisingly graphical workstations do not take full advantage of graphics for shells running under multitasking operating systems: standard shells are still being used as textual command languages through graphical displays (windows) .
In this paper we analyze existing iconic shells on single user systems and then we establish some requirements for a multitasking iconic shell. Finally, an implementation of such a shell is presented for the UnixTM operating system.
Iconic shell on single-user system
An iconic shell like the Macintosh Finder implements the desktop paradigm: the screen displays objects that can be compared to sheets of paper, folders, and so on. These objects can be manipulated with the mouse. The main goal of an iconic shell is to manipulate the file system and to launch applications.
The objects commonly manipulated are menus, windows and icons. Menus provide an efficient and self-documented way to issue commands. They can be activated as roll-down menus from a so called menubar, or as popup menus anywhere on the screen. Their I content can be updared to reflect the set of available commands at a given time.
Windows' contents depend on their use: some are used to run one application, some to represent the files of a directory, some to manage specific dialogue with the / user. Windows can cover each other, therefore hiding some part of their contents. One window is said to be active when it is the focus of user input (keyboard and mouse). The active window can be changed by selecting another window in some way. Most operating systems on microcomputers can, manage only one process. This facilitates the window management because only the current window content can be modified in response to the user action. In a multitaski$g environment, this could not be the case if another process changes the data displayed by the shell in a window as for example when creating a file.
Icons are little pictures used to represent different kinds of objects: files, directories, applications, etc. Their expanded representation is usually a window whose content shows files (for a directory) or a running application (for an application). Icons are manipulated with the mouse and the semantics of gestures can be very powerful. For example, on the I Macintosh, the Finder provides an efficient way to remove a file by dragging the file icon onto a special icon representing a trash. The removal is not definitive: the file is kept in the trash until the user explicitly empties it or launches an other application.
Requhments for a multitasking iconic shell
Standard shells for multitasking operating systems have the following basic features: there is a set of builtin commands that are directly implemented by the shell; other commands are executed as separate processes. Either kind of command can take arguments that can bespecified in several ways. An important one is the specification of a set of files by a regular expression; for instance, * . c designates all files ending with . c in the current directory. Other features include control structures (tests, loops), storage of commands in a file that can be interpreted as a single new command (shell scripts), and process composition (pipes).
However, most users do not often use the sophisticated features of such a command language; rather, they use a very small subset of the available commands to achieve three kinds of operations: the visualization of the state of some objects (files, processes, etc), the modification of this state (rename, copy a file, etc), and the activation of applications (editor, compiler, etc). Under Unix, to change the name of a file, a typical user will issue the 'IS' command to list the files, then the command 'mv foo bar', then an '1s' again to be sure that all went well. Obviously, the permanent display of the state of the file system that can be provided by an iconic shell would make the two 'IS' commands useless.
The purpose of an, iconic, shell in ^ a, multitasking" ' environment is to*setup a paradigm asdescribed in the previous section with as many characteristics of a standard shell as possible. Of course, this shell must be integrated in the environment so that application programs need.not be rewritten! As a. last strong . requirement,-the shell must be easily extensible and I. adaptable to the users's taste.
The basic idea of an iconic shell is to represent the entities of the file system as icons and windows. Some work has already been done such as Baby Unix [Jovanic86] , a graphic intetface for novice Unix users. Files and commands are represented by icons, and the user manipulates these icons in order to build some complex command. But this idea can be extended to include entities that are not part of the file system. Good candidates include processes and users. The efficiency of an iconic shell depends directly on the number of different operations that can be carried out compared to the number of different actions to issue them: the user only has to learn a few interaction sketches to actually do many different things. For instance, the Macintosh Finder uses only four actions: select, open, close and move; each one leads to different operations depending on the object manipulated. Obviously this set of actions must be extended but care should be taken to keep it small and general. For instance, actions like get info, set preferences, and activate could be added.
Arguments definition is a difficult issue. It is not expected that command arguments can always be specified by user actions on icons and windows. The best solution to date is to open a dialog box where the user can set the different arguments. Dialog boxes have the advantage of being self documented and this releases the constraint of having to learn complex syntax. Giving file arguments to a command can be achieved by dragging the file icons onto the command icon; alternatively, the set of files selected when the command is activated can be taken as the file arguments of the command. This gives a partial solution to the regular expressions used in standard shells. There can be several ways to select icons : a click can be used to select individual icons, while a modified click (for instance shift-click) selects all icons of the same type. Thus, if C source files have a different type than other files, a shift-click on a C file will select all of them in the current window. Of course, this is less powerful than regular expressions but it corresponds to the most frequent use of regular expressions.
Process management is not so much of a problem once there are icons to represent processes. Such icons can be operated as other ones, with different semantics. For instance, opening a process can be interpreted as looking at its output. Other operations on processes, like piping, can also be achieved by some manipulations on the icons. The set of available operations depends on the interprocess communication scheme used in the operating system. For instance, Sapphire [Myers831 offers animated icons for processes, with a progress bar to mark how much of the task has been completed.
As described so far, the expressive power of a classic shell is large compared to the iconic shell: for example multiple command arguments, shell scripts, and interprocess communication. But because the graphic representation provides a semantic language based on consistent actions, therefore it is more intuitive to use. Although the range of available commands in a classic shell may be extremely rich, having such an extrordinary palette of commands to choose from is useless if the user finds it too complicated. If an iconic shell makes 90% of the usual commands easy to issue, it is worth using it; it is always possible to use a standard shell for the remaining 10%.
Extensions to the icon/window model can be valuable to extend its expression power, and to give the user a more adequate view of the system. The icon/window model is useful to represent a hierarchical structure such as a file system where objects are contained one in another, but it fails to represent arbitrary relationships between objects. Such relationships however exist in various ways: an object file is the compiled version of a source file, a program needs a particular datafile, a process is piped to another process, etc. Maintaining such relationships would considerably improve the power of an iconic shell: they could be edited by the user, taken in account for selection, command activation, and perhaps asked for by application programs to control their execution. This would lead to a totally integrated environment.
The implementation of iconic shells in existing multitasking operating systems raises a number of specific problems, the most important of which is the lack of support in the operating system. Building a user interface for an existing application (in this case the operating system) is known as a difficult problem. This is even more difficult if the application cannot be modified, which is of course the case for an operating system. On the other hand, microcomputers do have a support in their dedicated operating system; for instance in the Macintosh, there is a set of bits reserved for the Finder in each file. Other problems come from the multitasking aspect: the shell must run concurrently to other applications that consider the operating system as a resource manager. If these resources are displayed by the shell in some way, they must be updated according to the modifications made by the applications. Once again, most operating systems do not offer enough support for such management.
4 WISh: a window-icon shell Personal workstations with graphic displays are being used more and more under Unix, with support for windowing capabilities and friendly user interfaces: SunTools and NeWS [Sun861 for Sun workstations, HPWindows [HP851 for Hewlett Packard HP 9000 series workstations, the X Window System [Scheifler86] for Digital workstations and others, etc. None of these systems offer an iconic shell: they rely on terminal emulator windows with "standard' shells. Although Unix users are used to the Bourne Shell (sh) and the C shell (csh), we can expect much more from an iconic shell, particularly for the monitoring of several processes running in different windows: on a standard terminal, there is only one process connected to the terminal (and to the user). Other processes can be either stopped or running "in the background". Csh has a number of facilities to manage this environment, but they are not adapted to an environment where processes can run simultaneously in different windows: the user selects one of them with the mouse, outside of the control of the shell! Moreover, the shells running in different windows are completely independent and they cannot take advantage of using and/or controlling different windows.
The ideas described in the previous section have been applied to develop an iconic shell for Unix, called WISh (Window-Icon Shell). This shell offers a convenient interface to the file system together with powerful management of processes. Currently, it is in the state of a running prototype; all the features described in the following sections are implemented or under development.
Icons and windows: basics
WISh icons are made of a small picture and text. The text can be a single string, as the name for a file icon, or it can be on several lines such as the name and the size for a file icon. Icons are always displayed inside windows: they cannot be put on the desktop. Icons can be in one of several states: a standard state is to be selected or not. A selected icon is displayed in reverse video (or with a different color on color displays). Other states (for instance, a process waiting for input) are displayed using different pictures or by annoting the icon with another smaller icon. Some icons are said to be electric when it is possible to drag something into them. When dragging icons, if the mouse cursor passes over an electric icon, that icon is hilited to inform the user that releasing the mouse button right now will do something different. The icon is unhilited as soon as the mouse cursor is no longer over it.
A WISh window is divided into at least three areas: a title bar, one or two scroll bars, and a content. In some windows, there can be a status bar just below the title bar. The content holds the icons themselves; the scrollbars are used to scroll the content area if the window is too small. The title bar contains the name of the window and a number of buttons. Buttons can be bound to immediate actions such as closing the window, or to roll-down menus to select a command. Buttons and menu commands can use dialog boxes to specify parameters, and/or information boxes to show the results. Dialog boxes are closed when the command is activated, information boxes remain on the screen as normal windows, and they can be destroyed with the close button.
The actions of the user in a window include the following: clicking a button, selecting in a menu, scrolling, clicking an icon, clicking the background (inside the window, where there is no icon), dragging the mouse, and hitting a key. When dragging, a visual feedback of what is actually happening is provided. As an example dragging a single icon displays a hollow of the icon, while dragging from the background of the window displays a hollow of the whole selection. The commands performed in response to these actions depend on several parameters known as the context: which modifiers were used (shift, control, etc), which objects (icons, windows) were involved, and so on. The mapping between the actions of the user and the commands to be performed can be specified in a configuration file read at startup time.
Unlike many multiwindow applications, the notion of an active window is not essential to WISh; depending on the underlying window manager there may or may not be a special action to define the current active window. For 'instance under the X Window System, the active window is the window under the cursor; under HPWindows, the first click in a non-active window selects it. This behaviour is important because it insures that WISh follows the rules of the window manager in use, leading to a better homogeneity with other applications. Figure 2 : dragging onto electric icons of a window. The title bar of a directory window displays the absolute pathname of the directory file and four buttons: close, file menu, directory menu, and window menu. The file menu contains commands related to files such as info, duplicate, rename, and delete. The directory menu contains commands relative to the directory displayed in the window: info, open parent, rename, and create. Most commands in these two menus can also be achieved by direct manipulations on the icons or the window. The window menu contains commands related to the display inside the window: rearrange icons, set view filter, select all, and set preferences. The view filter of a directory window describes which files are diplayed and which files are hidden, depending on their kind and name. For each kind there is a regular expression for the file to display or to hide. For instance, when developing an application, there are usually source files (".c" files), object files (".o" files), and an executable file; the object files can be hidden as they clutter up the display space unnecessarily.
Usual manipulations of the file system can be achieved by direct actions on the icons. Most of them are similar to the Macintosh Finder: dragging an icon into another directory window or onto the icon of a directory moves it into that directory (directory icons are electric, see Fig. 2) ; the same operation with a controlclick copies the file. Typing characters when an icon is selected renames the associated file. Clicking elsewhere or typing a control character enters the new name which is checked for unicity. When moving or renaming a file, its name is checked for unicity; if it is not unique and the user has set the appropriate option, he/she is asked for confirmation.
When a directory window is open, it might happen that a file is created, deleted or renamed by another process. There is no way to be informed of that by the Unix operating system. The only way to maintain the state of the directory is to repeatedly scan the directory. The scanning time interval can be set by the user. Of course, this can lead to possible mistakes, but this is just the way it happens under a normal shell! When a file "appears", its default icon is displayed at a standard location in the window. When a file "disappears", its icon goes away. However, if the icon was selected, it is greyed, and it will disappear on the next click. When a file is renamed, the icon is just updated according to its new name. Note that this may change the type of the file.
Directory trees
The hierarchy of the Unix file system is presented by WlSh through a set of windows. Although this is useful for the presentation of the content of the directories, it is not efficient for the presentation of the hierarchy itself. This is the reason why another kind of window is dedicated to the display of directory trees: dir-tree windows.
In such a window, a subtree of a given directory is presented (Fig. 3) . Actions on these windows allow users to open a directory window on a directory, and to expand and abbreviate a subtree in order to control the size of the tree. When a directory window is open, any icon representing this directory is changed as a feedback of the open state. Opening an already opened directory just brings its window frontmost.
Directory icons in a dirtree window are electric so that it is possible to drag icons into them. This provides a very efficient way for moving a file from one directory to another. It is also possible to move one directory of a dir-tree window onto another directory in order to move a directory and its subtree into another directory. Of course, it is not possible to move a directory into one of its own sub-directories.
One problem that occurs is that it is much harder to keep dirtree windows up to date with the file system, as looking for a directory that has been created, deleted or renamed involves searching through the whole directory hierarchy, which is expensive. Thus, the default refresh time of this window is much longer than for normal directory windows. To enhance the possible actions on the file system through icons, WISh includes special icons in a dedicated window. This window, called the drivers window (Fig. 4) , includes three kinds of icons: built-in drivers, window drivers and user-defined drivers. These icons can be operated as file icons, but with different semantics.
A driver icon is bound to a set of commands that are activated upon specific actions. There are two basic actions: moving one or several file icons onto the driver, and opening the driver.
The trash is currently the only builtin driver; it can be immediate or delayed. If it is immediate, any files dragged into it will be deleted (if possible, depending on the access rights). If the trash is delayed, it can be opened like a directory window, so that the user can take a chance to restore a file (this is similar to the Macintosh Finder). The printer driver could be another built-in driver. Files dragged onto the printer driver icon would be sent to the printer queue. Opening the printer would show the spooled files as icons. Such a spooled file could be dragged into the trash to remove it from the queue. Actually, a less sophisticated printer driver can be defined as a userdefined driver.
New drivers can be defined in the configuration file, if the operations they perform correspond to Unix commands. The syntax of the configuration file features meta variables that are evaluated when the command is actually issued, such as the name of the files, the directory they come from, etc. For instance a mail driver could be defined as follows: dragging a file onto the mail icon sends the file to a user with the same Window drivers allow the opening of other. WISh windows. The two basic window drivers are the dirtree window driver and the process window driver. Dragging one or several directory icons onto the dirtree window driver opens the same number of ,dirtree windows with the corresponding directories as roots. Opening the dirtree window driver asks for the absolute pathname of the root of a dirtree window to open. The process window driver just opens the process windows whose content is described in the next section.
Processes
Processes are created by opening or activating in some way a program icon. For instance an input file can be specified by dragging its icon onto the program icon.
Prior to the creation of the process, some additional parameters can be asked for in a dialog window. WISh has a database describing the syntax of most Unix commands. Each user can build a' similar database for his/her own applications. The dialog box is built from the description found in the database, and is much more intuitive to use than the sometimes awkward syntax of some commands. Accessing a standard Unix command means that there must be a window opened on the directory where it lies; Unix has such predefined directories, such as /bin, /usr/bin etc. However it is not very easy to have windows opened on these directories because only a few commands are really needed. An easy solution is to have a directory containing links to the set of commands more frequently used, and to open a window on this directory.
An important feature of Unix is the notion of standard input, standard output and standard error output associated with each process, and the ability to redirect them into files or to pipe them to other processes. With respect to input and output, a Unix process can be interactive, redirected or independent. An interactive process has the keyboard as input or the terminal as output; a redirected process takes its input from a file or sends its output to a file. An independent process does not use its standard input and output, perhaps because they are specified as its arguments. If an icon is dragged onto the program icon, it is taken as its standard input. However, if the program accepts filenames as arguments, this will be done instead of using the standard input. In this case it is possible to drag several files onto the program icon.
Once the arguments and standard input have been specified, the process icon appears in the process window. It has the same name and picture as the program icon that was opened. If the process generates output, another icon appears next to the process representing its output. This icon can be can be dragged onto a driver, a directory window, an existing file or another program to create a pipe. The process actually starts runnning only when one of these actions has been issued. There is also a fast way to launch an application in which a text window is created and the output of the process is sent to this window.
Operations on a process icon allow the user to stop, restart and abort if, by means of standard Unix signals. The process can be aborted by dragging it to the trash. On some Unix systems it is possible to know when a process is waiting for keyboard input or producing output. This can be used to change the process icon as visual feedback to the user. When the process finishes normally, its icon simply disappears. If it finishes abnormally, the icon is greyed and will disappear on the next click.
Although the activation of a process seems to be a complex task compared to the Finder, it is actually quite effective. Unlike on the Macintosh, arguments are heavily used in Unix, and they must be specified before starting the program. Another important issue is the management of several processes. Because each process has its own icon, it is possible to launch the same program several times and to communicate with each process independently.
Extensions to the management of processes are foreseen: the representation of pipes betwen processes would be a valuable help to the user, and could be used to define graphically simple shell scripts. Other extensions related to the management of processes on several machines are described in the next section.
Other windows
In addition to files, drivers and processes, WISh features two other window types : users and hosts (Fig. 5) . They illustrate the fact that Unix is a multiuser operating system with networking capabilities. There is one driver for each of these window types. As for the process window, opening/closing the user driver icon opens/closes the user window, and opening/closing the host driver icon opens/closes the host window.
Hosts accessible through the local area network are displayed in the host window. There is only one suchwindow. The picture of the icon tells if the host is up or down. Opening a host icon initiates a remote active user user idle for more than 10 min. idle for more than one hour machine down
Figure 5: users and machines windows connection to that machine, and opens a terminal emulator window. Similarly, currently connected users are displayed in a window. The icon representing a user changes according to the idle time of that user; moreover a user can define its own icon. Dragging a file onto a user icon sends him/her the message contained in the file. "Opening" the user icon starts up a communication program with that user (talk). As for files, the content of these windows is regularly updated, although the update rate is much lower because it is both less important and more time consuming.
The extension of the use of host icons is being studied: there could be one process window for each host containing the processes running on this host. When launching a program, the shell could find the most appropriate machine to run the process, or the user could force the process to run on a specified machine. This would replace the remote shell facilities offered by Unix, but it requires some daemon processes running on the different machines. Ultimately, one would expect to be able to drag a process from one machine to another, something known as migration, hopelessly only experimental at the moment . . .
Configuration files
Configuration files are used for two purposes: allowing the user to describe his/her preferences on the interaction style of WISh, and storing the state of a session so that it can be restored when WISh is started again. The user expects to find the same layout of the icons inside a window from one session to another. The former are called startup files, the latter desktop files. Desktop files are not discussed here since there are managed automatically by WISh.
With the startup file, the user can specify the bindings between actions on the mouse and keyboard, and operations on icons and windows. He/she can also define new menus and the way to activate them such as rolldown menu in the title of the window or a popup menu when clicking an icon. [Beaudouin88a] that runs under HPWindows on HP9000 workstations and the version 10 of the X Window System from DEC and MIT; a port is in progress under version 11 of X. Ports under SunTools or NeWS are very easy, as for any 'modern' window system that supports nested windows and events.
Portability across different Unix systems is also achieved by a library. The main differences between Unix systems lie in directory organization, i/o control operation (ioctl) and networking interface.
There is a strong parallel between object oriented programming and iconic interfacing [Cox86, Karsenty861: in either case an object (an icon, a window) is asked to carry out an action (move, open), and it is the responsibility of this object to implement this action (move to trash means deleting, open an application means launching it). The main tool to implement WISh is UFO [Beaudouin85, Beaudouin88bl: it is an object oriented system implemented as a library of C functions, especially designed for the implementation of graphic user interfaces. Using UFO leads to an easy extensibility of WISh: there is a basic icon class that handles all the management of icons such as their display (with the non trivial problem of icon overlapping), and their behaviour in response to user input which includes selecting, dragging, etc. This basic class is a generic class as it cannot be used by itself: some messages do not have associated methods because there is not enough knowledge of the semantics of the icons at this stage. For instance, opening an icon is achieved by a double-click. The basic class sends an icon the message 'open' whenever it is double-clicked (this is a behaviour of the icon); however the message 'open' is not implemented in this basic class because its interpretation depends on what the icon represents (its semantics).
Defining a new kind of icon is achieved by implementing a subclass of this basic class. This subclass is defined by a set of functions to respond to well-known messages as drag, open, etc. The same holds for the definition of a new window; in this case the messages are related to the control of the life of the icons: when are they created, changed or deleted. Most of the time sg?e of these functions already exist in WISh so that It is easy to define a new class. As an example, the users and hosts windows were implemented in less than one day.
The management of windows, menus, dialog and information boxes is achieved by using GRAFFITI [Karsenty87, BeaudouinSSc] . GRAFFITI includes an interactive graphic editor to build the user interface made of menus, dialog boxes, and so on. It generates a description of the user interface that can be modified dynamically during a session. GRAFFITI also includes a kernel to manage the dialogue with the end-user. The dialogue between the user and the application -WISh -is managed by means of entry points and active values. Each interactive object (menu, button, scrollbar, text, or window) can be bound to entry points or active values, depending on its type. An entry point is an application function that is called upon a specific user action. A menu, for instance, is made of commands that are bound to entry points. An entry point is activated whenever the user selects a command. An active value is a variable that is shared between the user interface and the application. For instance, the title of a window is a string active value that is only accessed by WISh. It is represented graphically by a text object. GRAFFITI updates the display of this object whenever the value of the string is changed by MSh. Conversely, if the user is allowed to edit the text displayed, the bound variable is automatically updated. Active values are heavily used in dialog boxes, for example to represent file parameters. WISh sets the default parameters, and the user can edit new parameters. Then, the user confirms or cancels the current ope:ation. Active values and entry points provide a fine grained control of the feedback. Windows are partially managed by GRAFFITI: the title, buttons, and menus are part of the user interface described through the editor, while the content is managed by WISh. Using GRAFFITI leads to an easily extensible and user-adaptable interface by using high-level abstractions for the interaction model instead of a low-level toolbox.
The implementation of WISh is efficient for two main reasons: the complex part is centralized in the basic icon class; enhancing the implementation of this class is sensible for all its subclasses. Messages can be sent either by the user in response to an action on the mouse or the keyboard, or by WISh itself under certain asynchronous conditions such as the occurence of a signal or the end of a time slice to refresh the content of a window. Thus, there is no background task being performed by WISh. The regular update of the windows is not expensive even in bad situations like a window opened on /tmp; moreover it is under the control of the user, because only opened windows are scanned and the refresh time can be set independently for each window.
Compared to existing shells, WISh is really a gain. Although the size of the executable is about twice the size of csh, only one instance of WISh is needed instead of one classic shell per window. Moreover WISh has built-in a number of functions that are only accessible by commands in other shells so that it does not need to fork a process as often as a standard shell. Finally, as a lot of information is displayed and updated by WISh, the user needs not issue information commands such as '1 s', 'ps', 'pwd', etc.
Future extensions are planned to use the capability of UFO to describe relationships between objects. This is used in the current version for the dirtree windows, but could be used in the other ones for different purposes: in the directory windows, links could be defined between files to graphically describe makefiles. In the process window, piped processes couldbe linked together. It would be valuable to have a script window to build shell scripts by connecting processes, files and control structures as done in a different context with LabVIEW [LabVIEW] . This feature will be addressed in future versions.
Conclusion
General issues about the feasibility of iconic shells in multi-user and multi-process operating system environments have been described. An implementation of WISh, an iconic shell under Unix, has been introduced. The aim of WISh in its current version is 0 not to completely replace already existing shells under Unix. However, we believe that it is a powerful tool for common operations under Unix, and that graphic shells can really offer a basis for the development of more complex commands. Some new features need to be investigated and implemented. Examples include a graphic way to describe complex commands using contr61 structures, and the definition of a framework for applications that wish to cooperate with WISh.
